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Abstract. In this paper, we use the M language of Matlab software to study the programming and
implementation of PID control for a class of simple first order systems. According to the
proportional, proportional integral and full proportional integral differential control three cases , We
separately conduct the procedure compilation , give the corresponding simulation results, finally
carry on the contrast analysis and illustrate the characteristics of three basic ways to control their
own.
Introduction
PID control is a simple and good control method so that in the industrial control field it has been
applied widely. Now most of the missiles and unmanned aerial vehicles as well as the use of
multipurpose robots in the control loop are used in the PID structure. In the modern vehicle , PID
control plays an important role mainly because it has a strong ability to adapt and the controller
which works in accordance with it has been industrialized production, so that it can be widely used
in daily life and its technology is increasingly perfect[7].Although the PID control algorithm is
simple, its programming implementation issues can be flexible. What’s more, engineers propose a
variety of improved PID control algorithm based on the basic PID control algorithm, and even
have been sorted into related books published. Therefore, PID control algorithm of engineering
experiment is still an open field, and there are still new achievements in the field. Based on the
above reasons, This paper studies the PID control of the Matlab software M language
implementation issues.
PID Control Theory
PID controller is a linear controller[6],which constitutes the control deviation based on the given
value and the actual output value.
(1)
e=
(t ) r (t ) − u (t )
The control law of PID is:
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Written in the form of transfer function:
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In the formula:
K p ──Proportional coefficient;
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Ti ──Integral time constant;
Td ──Differential time constant.
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Fig. 1 PID control system structure diagram
As shown in figure PID control system of the structure, the system is composed of PID controller
and the controlled object two parts. And the control signal is generated by the PID controller so as
to control the object.PID controller consists of the ratio (P), the integral (I) and the differential (D)
three parts. We can adjust three parameters（ k p ，ki ，kd ）from the formula (3.4) to achieve the best
results. However, in many cases, you can achieve the best results by adjusting one or two
parameters instead of each parameter. But in general, the proportion of control is indispensable.
Using M software MATLAB language and PID control principle, I do the following several
simple simulation programs, and get the simulation results.
Simulation of P Control and PI Control
Here we design the time interval is 0.001s, the simulation time is 10s, the initial value is 0 and the
d
expected value is 1 .Then we make x → x through the program design and firstly design the
proportional control, that is, u=k1*e. Programming is as follows:
dt=0.001;tf=10;
x=0;xd=1;se=0;k1=-10;%k2=-1;k3=-0.1;
for i=1:tf/dt
t=i*dt;
e=x-xd;
e0=x-xd;
u=k1*e;%+k2*se+k3*de;
dx=5*x+sin(x)+u;
x=x+dx*dt;
xp(i)=x;
tp(i)=t;
e0=e;
end
plot(tp,xp);
Put the program into the MATLAB, and the simulation is shown as Fig.2.
As can be seen from the diagram, essentially, the proportional controller is a amplifier with
adjustable gain through the proportional control program design. Adding controller gain Kp in the
program can improve the open-loop gain of the system and reduce the steady state error of the
system so as to improve the control precision of the system. Through the simulation diagram, we
can get that adding proportional control in the program design does not achieve the desired effect
and the value of X does not reach the desired value. It still exists the system static error, so we
change the design process again, which adds the integral control on the original, that is,
u=k1*e+k2*se.
The simulation program is
dt=0.001;tf=10;
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x=0;xd=1;se=0;k1=-10;%k2=-1;k3=-0.1;
for i=1:tf/dt
t=i*dt;
e=x-xd;
u=k1*e+k2*se;
se=se+e*dt;
dx=5*x+sin(x)+u;
x=x+dx*dt;
xp(i)=x;
tp(i)=t;
e0=e;
end
plot(tp,xp)
And the simulation is shown as Fig.3.
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Fig. 2 Proportional control simulation diagram
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Fig. 3 Proportional integral control simulation
It can be found from the above, through the PI control law design, the value of X can be close to
the expected value in about 10s. So in the back of the simulation design, we can take this way to
simulate. In summary, the integral link can effectively improve the static performance of the system,
but can also destroy the stability of the system quickly. PI control, however, integrates the
advantages and disadvantages of the proportion and integration, which can not only eliminate the
interference but also be used to eliminate the static error.
Simulation of PID Control
According to the first two procedures ,we see that without complete PID control, the results of the
simulation diagram is not very ideal. So we use the complete PID control to make the simulation
5 x + sin x + u .Suppose the simulation time is 15s, the time interval is 0.001s, the initial
curve of x =
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value is 0,the expected value is 1 and the control law is u=k1*e+k2*se+k3*de. Therefore the
simulation program is as follows:
clc;clear;close all;
dt=0.001;tf=10;de=0;
x=0;xd=1;se=0;k1=-10;k2=-1;k3=-1.9;
for i=1:tf/dt
t=i*dt;
e=x-xd;
se=se+e*dt;
de=de+e*dt;
u=k1*e+k2*se+k3*de;
dx=5*x+sin(x)+u;
x=x+dx*dt;
xp(i)=x;
tp(i)=t;
e0=e;
end
plot(tp,xp);
In the process of programming, transform the differential coefficient K3.Take k3=0.1 and k3=1.9,
respectively, get the following two simulation images:
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Fig. 4 k3=0.1
Fig. 5 k3=1.9
Through the above simulation results, it can be seen that the complete PID control can eliminate
the static error and have a good speed.
Conclusions
In this paper, we mainly study the problem of computer programming for three basic PID control
strategies, which are proportional control, proportional integral control and proportional integral
derivative control. Controlled object is selected as a kind of basic first order system, and the
simulation language uses M software Matlab language. Finally we give the corresponding
simulation results, and compare and analyze the response curves.
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